Randall Schweller, Keren Yarhi-Milo, and the Director of the Mershon Center, Richard Herrmann at Yarhi-Milo’s lecture “Who Fights for Reputation in International Politics? Leaders, Resolve and the Use of Force.” Yarhi-Milo’s book *Knowing the Adversary: Leaders, Intelligence Organizations, and Assessments of Intentions in International Relations* was awarded the Edgar S. Furniss Book Award from the Mershon Center for International Studies.
Keren Yarhi-Milo accepting the Furniss Book Award from Director Richard Herrmann
Keren Yarhi-Milo giving her lecture titled “Who Fights for Reputation in International Politics? Leaders, Resolve and the Use of Force”
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Professors and Merson Affiliates (left to right) Randall Schweller, Geoffrey Parker, Allan Silverman, Christopher Gelpi, and Paul Beck asking Keren Yarhi-Milo questions about her lecture
Keren Yarhi-Milo answering questions following her lecture